
Hedgegrove, Francis 

	Here's where things get a bit spooky.  Chad (we'll refer to him as Chad for this one, it'll be easier) makes a bunch of references to Francis Hedgegrove throughout this room.  Even spookier?  He even has a birth certificate and a document with little baby footprints and handprints on it to back this up.

			Francis Hedgegrove was born November 18th, 2000 at
			______ Hospital. He was named after his Maternal 
			grandfather, he had beautiful eyes, and a bright future 
			ahead of him.

	Francis would go home with his parents to his nursery, and the two new, happy parents spent the next few months to a year the way every new parents do: by waking up at all hours of the night to this new human screaming and trying desperately to figure out the right combination of things to do to make it not scream.  It's like playing Street Fighter, only instead of the perfect combo releasing an awesome energy ball, the perfect combo unlocks an hour of sleep. Then it begins again.  But it sounds like Chad liked little Francis.

			Francis' father, Chadwick, would take the toddler to the 
			park and zoo when he could, and with his wife Jill they 
			would visit the Field Museum and Aquarium on weekends.  
			Their hope was to give Francis a great education and to 
			enroll him in the best schools.  Their hope was to save up 
			money for him to go to any college he wanted.  Their hope 
			was that he would be happy and would play along the 
			beach with friends and go and see his first cubs game for 
			his sixth birthday.  This wouldn't happen.

	I couldn't find much more on Francis after that, and I've searched through not only the whole Encyclopedia Office, but also through a lot of Chad's other documents.  I was able to find a few scattered notes here and there that shed a bit more light:

			05/19: Take Frank to zoo. See the otters. [From a 2001 day planner]
			Goddard School, New Einsteins (sic), Kids Work Chicago 
			(closer), Co-op Nursery School (Jill likes it, probably
			a bit more left than we want). [Scribbled on a MapQuest printout. Yep, MapQuest.  Remember, folks, this is pre-2001. I'm surprised Chad even printed out something from the internet for research].
			(773) 484-0010 ex. 605 Auto lawyer, hospital bill: acct #
			23D544 at Ann and Robert Laurie [Written on an electric bill]
			Francis Hedgegrove, after having visited the bird section 
			of the zoo every summer, decided to ask his parents for a 
			Cockatoo named Oberon one year for his birthday.  He 
			said that he was naming the Cockatoo after a character
			 from Shakespeare, and his parents were glad they paid 
			the money to get him into a school that had him reading 
			Shakespeare when he was 10.  Francis and Oberon would 
			become best friends and Francis would write many stories 
			about Oberon well into Jr. High when his attention drifted to 
			baseball and girls.  Francis would go to Northwestern on a 
			baseball scholarship, but wouldn't pursue it afterwards, 
			instead focusing on ___________. [Written on the back of a misprint of a request for extended leave from the Chicago Stock Exchange, dated November 18th, 2001. Found at the bottom of the Cockatoo's cage. A lot of the ink had been smudged].

	Here's what I know is true from elsewhere in Chad's home: He did have a wife named Jill.  Jill had a car accident in mid-2001 and died at Rush Medical center of spinal complications.  The two had been married for four years, and they looked happy in their pictures.  The Cockatoo was purchased right around at the beginning of September, and it was in fact named Oberon.  I found out- thanks to a whole lot of tax documents Chad had saved over the years (he never did file online)- that Chad claimed a child on his 2001 tax return and had claimed extended medical bills at both the Ann and Robert Laurie Children's hospital and the Rush Medical center on his 2002 and 2003 tax returns.  I also know that Chad successfully asked for two months extended leave at the end of 2001, and at the beginning of 2002 was no longer a stock broker.  This is also when Chad started ordering his groceries to his house, and when some of the first entries of the Encyclopedia are dated.
	Here's what I don't know: I don't know the extent Chad felt guilty for what happened to his wife and child.  From what I can tell, he loved his kid but wasn't really keeping true to his promise of spending time with the little one, instead working more and more at the stock exchange (which couldn't have been for money, Chad was pretty set on that part).  I don't know what caused the car accident, I don't know if Chad ever really pursued legal action or what.  I'm not really even sure if this is the singular incident that caused Chad to shut himself in his house, but I do think it's safe to say it's one of the main things.
	So, maybe spooky wasn't the right word for this.  Maybe it's just sad.
